Viking 920 Series
Versatile Preservation Cabinet
With a fully configurable interior and a sturdy, modular exterior, the 920 Series
is designed to protect your collections now and into the future.

BUILDING A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE
Well-designed collections areas embody the concept of resilience: they’re built to last while also being flexible
enough to change. They continually preserve collections and they adapt to evolving circumstances, changing right
along with new curatorial priorities, emerging guidance in classification, and advances in collections care practices.
With the acquisition of the Viking Metal Cabinet Company in 2016, Spacesaver strengthened its commitment to
providing resilient museum solutions. That commitment went far beyond simply adding Viking museum cabinets
to our product line. It meant engaging with museum professionals, listening to their needs, and working to meet
those needs.
We understand that preservation and access are paramount: museums need cabinets with proven strength and
durability. They also need flexibility because of the on-going need to accommodate new acquisitions, reorganize
collections, and responsibly house items on temporary loan.
That’s why the Viking Preservation Cabinet is such an enduring investment in the future of your collections.
Its interior can be configured and reconfigured as collections change, while its modular steel exterior is built
to stand the test of time.

Proven Performance

BURN DEMONSTRATION
In light of recent tragedies in the museum world, Spacesaver is committed more than
ever to understanding how our cabinets perform under extreme conditions. That’s
why we sent a new Preservation Cabinet to a federal agency for a burn demonstration
in the fall of 2018. Although the outside of the cabinet reached approximately 900
degrees Celsius (1650 degrees Fahrenheit), there was no water inside the cabinet
from the sprinkler discharge and archival plastic bags inside the cabinet were
unaffected by smoke and soot.
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BUILDING YOUR CABINETS
When designing your ideal cabinet or collections area layout, it’s always a good idea to start by considering the
objects in your collections and the preservation conditions they need. It’s also helpful to consult with staff who will
be using the cabinets on a daily basis to determine their preferences for using the cabinets and accessing the collections.
The goal is to optimize space and promote efficiency throughout the collections area and within the cabinets themselves.

Variable-height 920 cabinets mounted in mobile carriages with
visual doors finished in VIking white. Counter-height cabinets
also pictured with Emka style handles finished in Viking white.

Counter-height 920 series cabinets featuring solid door
option, Emka handles, and finished in Viking white.
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PRESERVATION AND ACCESS: DETERMINING EXTERIOR FEATURES
Long known for their strength and durability, Viking museum cabinets are now offered as modular units that can
be stacked, ganged, stationary, or mounted on mobile carriages or caster bases. T
 his modularity takes some of
the stress and guesswork out of planning collections areas because additional cabinets can be purchased in the
future that will be fully compatible with existing units, with no wasted space.
In addition to outside dimensions, a variety of options ensure that you’ll be able to build a cabinet solution that
suits the needs of your collection and your staff. From door types and handle styles to vents and bases, you can
create cabinets that are as visually appealing as they are functional.

CABINET DIMENSIONS
The first step in building your cabinet is determining its dimensions,
from counter-height to full-height and with several options in between.
Counter-height cabinets can double as a work surface, and their
modular design allows them to be safely and securely stacked at a
later date. Full-height cabinets, on the other hand, are more
cost-effective, with a lower cost per cubic foot.
STANDARD OFFERING:
WIDTH

30”

36”

42”

48”

60”

DEPTH

18”

24”

30”

36”

-

HEIGHT

42”

60”

72”

84”

96”

DOOR STYLE
All Viking doors are designed to protect collections and promote convenience. Depending on the needs of
your institution, you can choose solid doors, which provide security by concealing collection contents behind
a steel barrier, or visual doors, which allow staff and visitors to view collections without disturbing objects or
disrupting the preservation environment within the cabinets.
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SOLID DOOR OPTION

VISUAL DOOR OPTION

The timeless classic to provide
security and durability.

UV-coated glass protects collections
and allows for visual inspection.

HANDLE OPTIONS
Access your cabinet with your choice of the classic Hansen D-ring handle or the modern Emka style.
Both handles are flush with the surface of the door, providing a sleek appearance and the ability to
mount the cabinets on compact mobile carriages.

Emka Style Handle

Emka ergonomic handles allow for easy operation while
maintaining three-point latching. Also available with
integrated combination lock to minimize number of keys.

Hansen D-Ring Handle

The D-Ring style handles feature a separate
lock mechanism with three-point latching.

ADJUSTABLE VENTS WITH
EXTERIOR-MOUNTED CLOSURE
Optional vents facilitate air exchange. Vents can be adjusted
from outside the cabinets, and replaceable filters ensure that
air quality is maintained.
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A FLEXIBLE FUTURE
The biggest challenge in planning a collections area is dealing with future uncertainty. Cabinets represent major
investments and are expected to last for years, and yet their interiors are relatively fixed and unchanging. As a result,
collections managers often find themselves locked into cabinet configurations that were chosen decades ago.
Although it’s still important to make an educated guess as to how collections will grow and change in the future,
the 920’s removable liners allow for a great deal of flexibility as time goes by. A 920 cabinet can be configured for
two-inch trays today, and in ten or twenty years the liners and accessories can be removed and replaced with liners
that support six-inch drawers, or even hanging rods and shelves. Optional dividers and half-width accessories
create even more options.

WHICH INTERIOR ACCESSORY IS RIGHT FOR YOUR COLLECTION?
Type and Quantity of Collection: Do best practices call for trays, drawers, shelves, or rods?
Vertical Density of Collection: If only a few accessories are needed, the corner post option is most cost-effective.
Frequency of Collection Removal: Will entire trays need to be removed frequently for study, display, or reorganization?
Frequency of Collection Relocation within Cabinet: Will trays or other accessories need to be moved frequently?
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STANDARD CABINET STYLE

1. INTEGRATED CORNER POST
Our most versatile panel style comes standard in the
920 Series. It accepts a variety of accessories, which are
mounted to corner posts with clips, brackets, or mounts,
allowing accessory adjustability on 1” increments.

ACCESSORY OPTIONS

Adjustable Shelves

Hat Shelf/Coat Rod

Standard Tray

Desiccant Tray

•
•
•
•
•

• Standard adjustable shelf with 1” rod
• Variable widths for use with dividers

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Textile Tray

Full-Extension Drawers

Garment Rod

Rolled Textile Drawers

•
•
•
•
•

• Mechanical slides for maximum extension
• 3”, 4”, and 6” nominal height options
- Ability to mix and match sizes

• Mounted with (4) shelf clips
• Rod is not adjustable front to back
• Available in full or half-width for dividers

• Mechanical slides for maximum extension
• 4” nominal height
• 1 5/16” rods adjustable within drawer

1 1/4” tall shelf
Mounted with (4) shelf clips
Standard Duty: 100 lb. Capacity
Heavy Duty: 300 lb. Capacity
Available in full or half-width for dividers

Available with individual CIC track pair
Includes safety stops
Approximately 72% extension
Tray heights available in 4”
1 5/16” rods adjustable within drawer

Full-Height Center Dividers

Partial-Height Center Divider

• Only available in 42” wide or greater

• Increments will be 6”
• Only available in 42” wide or greater
• Split the cabinet vertically to allow fullwidth trays to be used on bottom portion
and half-width trays on top portion.

Available with individual CIC track pair
Includes safety stops
Approximately 72% extension
Tray heights available in 2” and 4”
Available in full or half-width for dividers

Available with individual CIC track pair
Includes safety stops
Approximately 72% extension
Tray heights available in 2”
Available in full or half-width for dividers
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OPTIONAL PANEL INSERT

2. CHANNEL-IN-CHANNEL (CIC)
This panel style mounts onto the corner post system and
is ideal for collections that typically stay inside the cabinet.
It accommodates safety stop mechanisms to prevent
trays from accidentally extending. The panel allows for
accessories to be adjustable on 2” increments.

ACCESSORY OPTIONS
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Adjustable Shelves

Standard Tray

Desiccant Tray

Textile Tray

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

1 1/4” tall shelf
Standard Duty: 100 lb. Capacity
Heavy Duty: 300 lb. Capacity
Panels provide 2” tray adjustability
Available in full or half-width for dividers

Includes safety stops
Approximately 72% extension
Tray heights available in 2” and 4”
Panels provide 2” tray adjustability
Available in full or half-width for dividers

Full-Height Center Dividers

Partial-Height Center Divider

• Only available in 42” wide or greater

• Increments will be 6”
• Only available in 42” wide or greater
• Split the cabinet vertically to allow fullwidth trays to be used on bottom portion
and half-width trays on top portion.

Includes safety stops
Approximately 72% extension
Tray heights available in 2”
Panels provide 2” tray adjustability
Available in full or half-width for dividers

Includes safety stops
Approximately 72% extension
Tray heights available in 4”
Textile rods adjustable on 1” centers
Panels provide 2” tray adjustability

OPTIONAL PANEL INSERT

3. CORRUGATED PANEL (CORR)
The corrugated panel style also mounts onto the corner
post system. It allows users to completely remove trays
from the cabinet for study or display, and it does not
accept safety stop mechanisms. The panel allows for
accessories to be adjustable on 1” increments.

ACCESSORY OPTIONS

Adjustable Shelves

Standard Tray

Desiccant Tray

• 1 1/4” tall shelf
• Panels provide 1” tray adjustability
• Available in full or half-width for dividers

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Full-Height Center Dividers

Half-Height Center Divider

• Only available in 42” wide or greater

• Increments will be 6”
• Only available in 42” wide or greater
• Split the cabinet vertically to allow fullwidth trays to be used on bottom portion
and half-width trays on top portion.

No safety stops
100% removable
Tray heights available in 2” and 4”
Panels provide 1” tray adjustability
Available in full or half-width for dividers

No safety stops
100% removable
Tray heights available in 2”
Panels provide 1” tray adjustability
Available in full or half-width for dividers
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STATIC, CASTERS, OR MOBILE
Cabinets can be stationary, mounted on a caster base or forklift base,or mounted on compact mobile carriages.
They can also be switched at a later date: stationary cabinets can be mounted on carriages, and carriage-mounted
cabinets can be removed and set directly on the floor.
Every 920 cabinet comes with a fully integrated leveling base, so even stationary cabinets are never resting
directly on the floor. The optional forklift base accessory allows cabinets to be moved to a new location
without damaging their structure.

DOUBLED
CAPACITY

1. Static shelving sections
waste space between aisles.
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2. Mobile sections double
space by compacting aisles.

3. Maximize your capacity
with additional carriages

EXCELLENCE IS STANDARD
The 920 Series offers the Viking features you’ve come to know and trust over the years. From the
integrated base to the watershield cap, every cabinet is designed from the ground up to protect
collections and provide efficient, convenient access.
Threaded Inserts

Channel with Closed-Cell Gasket

With integrated top and side threaded
inserts, cabinets come from the factory
ready to be stacked or ganged side to side.

Our cabinets maintain a sealed interior environment using a
steel channel designed to house a closed-cell foam gasket.

Watershield Cap

Protect collections from water damage in case of
overhead sprinkler deployment or malfunction.

Lift-Off Doors

Quick and convenient access,
ideal for collections that are constantly growing or changing.

35 Non-Off-Gassing
Powder-Coat Paint Options
Minimize deterioration risk with paint
that provides a clean, durable finish.

UV Protected Glass

Tempered and UV Protected
glass ensures your collections.

Adjustable Interior

3-Point Latching

Easily configure cabinet interior
and adapt as your needs change.

Standard:
Integrated Leveling Base

Reliable and secure system
to keep collections safe.

Optional:
Caster Base

Optional:
Forklift Base
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THE SPACESAVER ADVANTAGE

At Spacesaver, we know that new cabinets represent a significant
investment. That’s why we work hard to bring you the best value and
unsurpassed customer service from your project’s earliest planning
stages to the final walk-through and ongoing routine maintenance.
Our Wisconsin-based teams of in-house engineers, project managers,
and manufacturing craftspeople are ready to work with you and your local
Spacesaver consultant to design, build, and install museum cabinets
and other enduring storage solutions that will stand the test of time.

800.492.3434 | SPACESAVER.COM

Spacesaver Corporation
1450 Janesville Avenue
Fort Atkinson, WI 53538-2798
800.492.3434
www.spacesaver.com
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